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DEOLIBB OF AJOlUCAB,SEAJlABSlIIP. ibattle, the defeat, and the completion of the fourth 
The recent complaint of an American man-of-war's nest. And in the succeeding year this strange his

man that he was compelled to listen to the abuse of tory was again worked out, and also in the year fol
his own country while •• laying out " on the royal yard, lowing, and it was then that the writer saw it. The 
furnishes a curious picture for the contemplative. No- resulting compound structure was a curious, and prob
where, perhaps, is patriotism of more prime importance ably unique, rough colum� four to five inches in di
than aboard a warship. The crew must swear allegi- ameter, and perhaps twelve Inches high. It consisted 
ance to the flag that floats above them, renounce all of eight nests, a linnet's and a swallow's alternately, 
other allegiance, and be ready at a moment's notice to and in the upper nest, the eighth, a barn swallow was 
risk their lives in its defense. To insure anything like sitting on her eggs as contentedly and happily as 
a patriotic ardor, a man-of-war's man must be native though she had not won her place and home by rob
born. Yet the American warship is manned by for- bery and ruin. 
eigners, and it is not strange, therefore, that abuse of I t was an astonishing sight, and it was very 8uggest
the flag should be heard in her tops. The fact is, un- ive as to the mental powers of those that had been 
der the conditions that exist, the American sailor, and engaged from year to year in its construction. In 

One copy, one year. po.tagelncluded ... .. ...... ... ..................... 8320 his better8, are not to be found on the high seas, cannot the first place, we have the question, Is the pairing 
One copy .• lx month •. po.tage Included ........ ... .. .................... 160 be had in the "piping time of peace." He is animat- of birds (as in our marriage contracts) a permanency? 
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8ame proportionate rate. Postage prepaid. by prize money. The dull routine of a warship in times easier, for both linnets would be equally outraged. 

Remit by postal order. Address of peace is distasteful to him, and the wages of $21.50 a If, on the other hand, their mating is only annual, as 
MUNN & co .. 361 BroadwllY. corner of Franklin Street; New York. month much less than the average American sailor is commonly believed, the female would be naturally 
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all newsdealers throughout the country. And so we have national ships which are Ame- aroused rankled in the linnet mind through the en-

Combined llates.-'-The SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN and SUPPLEMD'-"l' rican only abaft the mizzen mast; the Swede argues tire year. No other motive could have existed for the will be sent for one year, pf)stage free, on receipt _ of • ..,.,n doua.... Both 
papers to one address or dllferent addresses as desired. the North Sea fisheries question 'with the Hollander in building of the nest on that strange and inconvenient 
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odIcal,lssued once .. month. Each number contain'!> aliou:t one hundred and the cabin. N or is this condition .of things likely The swallows, on the other hand, were robbers from la .... e quarlo pages, profusely Illustrated, embracing: (ld Most of the plates ' -
and pages of the four preceding weekly Issues of the SCIENTIFIC AMERI- to be changed in the immediate future. Those who the outset, and why should they in the second spring 

CAN. with Its splendid engravings and valuable Information; (2.) Com- know the American sailor will incline to the belief that wish, at great waste of convenience, to repeat the rob
merclal, trade, and manufacturing announcements of leading houses. war only-a naval war-can bring him back to the bery of the previous y. ear ? And assUlning that their Terms for Export Edition. $5.00 a ye, ... , sent prepaid to any part of the 
wOr.d. Single copies, 50 cents. l7" Manufacturers and others who desire navy, and high wages alone will serve to attract him to contract was for the year only, the mental processes 
to .ecure foreign trade may have large and handsomely displayed an- the merchant marine. and trains of thought �y means of which the female 
nouncements published In this edition at a very moderate cost. ' --
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best. The sailor finds that he can make more money logical ability, a persistence of determination, and a 
ashore than he can at sea, and so he remains ashore; command of language which are almost incredible. 
the capitalist gets a higher rate of interest in enter- And it must not be forgotten that all this was done 
prises on the land, and will not therefore invest in ship- oyer and o"er again, the second, third, and fourth 
ping; the merchant finds transportation for his goods year. If we cannot respect the swallows' morals, we 
in foreign ships at a lower rate than he could afford certainly must admire the intellectual power dis
to transport them himself, and so he builds no ships. played by each of the parties. 

Competition in freights has of late years reduced • , • , • 
rates to a minimum; fleets of ships are making little {:haslng Screw Threads. 

more their expenses, and within a few weeks Italian One of the oldest of methods of forming a screw was 
vessels-the closest sailed of all-have been reported as to start the thread by a single point cutter and finish 
lying up rather than accept the rates offered. with a chaser of several points or teeth. It has been 

Under these circumstances, the claims of those en- conclusively proved by demonstrative tests that our 
gaged in the new movement that subsidized.vessels operating-reproducing-screws in general use are de
will, by being able to offer fair wages, attract the fective in uniformity of pitch, and very accurate ma
American sailor once more to the merchant marine, chinery and very careful methods have been built and 
seem unfounded. introduced to remedy the defect. These means are 

.. , • , .. quite expensive, and this expense has deterred some 
IBBTIBOTIVE OUIM: TO PROPERTY. shop managers from adopting the}n. One of these 

A manifestation of the feeling that a real title to mechanics, a thinking workman, has tried a reversion 
property can exist and can be transmitted, and that it to an old method, with modern improvements. He 
is worth a hard fight to maintain one's rights rather claims that he can chase a thread with almost mathe
than be unjustly dispossessed, may seem perhaps a matical exactness, sufficient for the requirements of fine 
range of mental action beyond that which we should machinist work. His method is not peculiar, except in 
fairly expect to find among birds. But an instance the care taken as to details. He uses a single point 
which occurred under the writer's personal observation screw cutting tool to start and seat a thread, as is usu
shows the feeling sharp and clear, and is worthy of ally the method. Soon as t.he thread is defined, he 
record. puts in a chll-ser having perhaps six, eight, or ten 

The place was at the Hot Springs of Partswick, in threads, each of them a cutter, that is, each of them 
Mono County, Cal. The contending parties (and their left sharp at:the top. This is run squarely along the 
successors) were a family on one side of California lin- thread, the after teeth cutting or' scraping something 
nets (Carpodacusfamiliaris) and on the other of barn more than the leading tooth. This chaser forms the 
swallows. The linnets are permanent residents, while thread, ,but f OT a final finish he puts in a chasing tool 
the swallows are migratory, and do not usually arrive only the first or forward tooth of which is a cutter, the 
from the south until the linnets have commenced nest others being merely followers and gdltles. With this 
b�ilding. In the present instance, a pair of linnets-had arrangemen1;'be claims that the error of the first tool 
just finished their nest, on a horizontal beam of one of cutting may be rectified, or at least reduced, by the 
the ranch houses, when a pail' of swallows arrived, and following teeth of the chaser, which have a bearing on 
for some reason-I cannot imagine what-decided to six, eight, or more teeth simultaneously. Perhaps his 
occupy the same spot. There was abundance of space theory is faulty, but 1t has been proved by experiment 
on every hand, equally desirable, but that did not in- and practice that he has made an improvement on the 
fiuence them, and a fierce conflict forthwith ensued. ordinary method of screw-threading. 
They attacked the linnets, and after several days of .. , • , .. 
hard fighting drove them away, and at once proceeded Paper THe •• 
to build their own nest directly upan the linnets' nest. . A roof claimed to be superior to that of slate, because 

A linnet's nest is built of light materials-grass stems, of its lightness and other advantages, is now made of 
roots, etc.-while a swallow's nest is built of mud. Of any fibrous pulp. From this material tiles of any shape 
course the mud nest completely weighed down and flat- desired are formed by pressure under machinery, or by 
tened the light mass beneath it, almost hiding it from any other method which may suggest itself. 
sight. The brood of young swallows was successfully Pressed into the designs wished for, the pulp tiles are 
reared, and departed in due season for Mexico and be- partially dried, previous to being subjected to a water
yond. proof solution. Thoroughly impregnated with the 

In the ensuing spring a pair of linnets took possession preparation to resist moisture, they are baked to hard
of the strange object-the pile of grass below and mud en in them the waterpr90f mixture. 
above-and built their nest on its summit. There can After the baking, the tiles are treated to a mixture 
be, I judge. no doubt that it was the same pair that imparting an enameled surface; to this is added a coat
had been so unjustly dispossessed the previous year. It ing of sand, whereby the pulp is rendered proof against 
seems impossible to believe that any others could have the action of heat or flame. 
selected 80 strange a site for their nest; in their ()wn By the use of different colored sands a variety of 

V. MlSCELLANEOU8.-The BrItish A.soclatlon at Aberdeen.-Wlth case we may presently discern a reason. They had tints may be imparted to the tiles, which, after the 
Portralts()f the .presldents ofoectlons .......................... ....... 8183 but just finished it when a pair of swallows appeared, appli<lation of fhp enA,mpling mixture and sand, are 

The MOIniment to-Philipp Rels, the Inventor of tile Telephone. 
-With portrait aDd 2 ()ther engravIDg ............ .. ... ... ... ... .. _ .. .. . 8192 _ and the' events of the previous year were repeated-the baked a. secoml time, a.fter which they are ready for use. 
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